Non-equilibrium partitioning tracer transport in porous media: 2-D physical modelling and imaging using a partitioning fluorescent dye.
This paper describes an investigation into non-equilibrium partitioning tracer transport and interaction with non-aqueous-phase liquid (NAPL) contaminated water-saturated porous media using a two-dimensional (2-D) physical modelling methodology. A fluorescent partitioning tracer is employed within a transparent porous model which when imaged by a CCD digital camera can provide full spatial tracer concentrations and tracer breakthrough curves. Quasi one-dimensional (1-D) benchmarking tests in models packed with various combinations of clean quartz sand and NAPL are described. These modelled residual NAPL saturations, S(n), of 0-15%. Results demonstrated that the fluorescent partitioning tracer was able to detect and quantify the presence of NAPL at low flow rates. At larger flow rates and/or higher NAPL saturations, the tracer increasingly underpredicted the NAPL volume as expected and this is attributed primarily to non-equilibrium partitioning. Despite little change in permeability, change in NAPL saturations from 4% to 8% resulted in significant NAPL saturation underestimates at the same flow rates implying coalescence of NAPL into wider separated but larger ganglia. A 2-D investigation of an idealised heterogeneous residual NAPL contaminated flow field indicated little permeability change in the NAPL contaminated zone and thus little flow bypassing, leading to reduced underpredictions of NAPL saturations than for equivalent quasi 1-D cases. This was attributed to increased 'sampling' of the NAPL by the tracer. The process is clearly visually identifiable from the experimental images. This rapid and relatively inexpensive experimental method is of value in laboratory studies of partitioning tracer behaviour in porous media; in particular, the ability to observe full field concentrations makes it valuable for the study of complex heterogeneous systems.